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THBBIRDSJUST WERENOT THER"E-unused.
Service,
Canadian i1lildlife
were the spruce budwonns which the Evening Grosbeaks had
and neither
sought as food for themselves and for their young.

99 Warrenton

Avenue,

Hartford

5,

Connecticut

..AKING
SOMEHINTS ON TRAP JV
By Frank P. Frazier
Yeeful .Tofil and ?<a teri al
Tr ap s c an be made with the tools found in every home -- but there
and more
tools that can help do the job better
are some additional
They include:
quickly.
Squeeze Klips and Pliers
( see page 47)
Nail cutters
Long-nosed pliers

-~

-< -

to
for
bend, but more apt
board (if a fioor
wire ( for holding
Materials

16 gauge (best

CORRECTIONS
error crept into Joseph J. Mahoney Jr.•s article,
A typographical
2,
The last sentence of paragraph
Bobolinks."
"Millet Food Patch Attracts
of the birds netted
should have read: "Over 2Q%
page 2)2, Nov-Dec. issue,
and aged proved to be immature •• •" -- not 20~.
And two persons noted that we had called Bob McCullough's interesting
Our face is red. • •
of a hawk "a Pigeon Hawk". It is a Sharpie.
picture

~~--

PICTURE CONTESTAWARD
Contest Award winner this issue for
is the Picture
James Richardson
"A Tern Banding Project
his article,
illustrating
his fine photographs
at the Dry Tortugas, 11 which begins on page 5 of this issue.

galvaniz e d wel ded wire mesh, ½x 1 ",
use include:
½ or 3/4 11 ha r dware cloth (easier to
small traps);
I
mason
noses than t he wi re mesh);
to skin birds
insect
is desired for use on snow -- or other reason;
in seed).

Safe ty Prec aut i on s
Be sur e th e re are no sharp edges or points in your trap that might
injure the bird (or the bander - when removing the bird from the trap).
Trap walls should be made so a bird cannot extend a wing through far
itself.
enough to injure
Do not

so that

--

head tack hammer
bell wire (or equivalent)
#12 & #14 gnlvanized wire
etc.)
(for triggers,

Magnetic
Electric

there

11 wrap wire around,
joints with "pigtails
fasten
can be no sharp points or edges.

or solder

Noise
both automatic and pull string type traps so that
to construct
-Try
noise -- since noise is apt to scare birds
they make the least possible
about to enter other traps in the vic:tnity.
Strength
for
Traps should be strongly made so that they will give good service
Traps must be strong enough to function
a reasonable length of time.
of small
the esc ape efforts
properly under much handling - :md despite
should be used
material
Non-rusting
for example) •
maminals (squirrels,
(We find that Rustoleum, black, in
and the tr ap painted.
where possible,
and easily.)
a spray can - two coats - does the job efficiently
of Trans Easy
~ Setting
M,_ake
Proper planning
A bander should be able to set traps with one hand.
or triggers, doors, and de-activ ating devices will mnke this operation
traps , a length of stiffish
automatic
To de-activate
simple and rapid.
through the open mesh
wire (such as cut from a wire coat hanger) thrust
door and through the back of the trap will hold doors open and h a sten
the job of resetting.
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